Based on *Cook In A Book – Pancakes!*, published by Phaidon, the exciting activities on these sheets will entertain young learners and give them plenty of practice at drawing, counting, and coloring.
Perfect pancake

Draw around the dotted line to create your own perfect pancake, then color it in.

If you don't want to draw your own toppings, you can cut out the shapes on the next page and stick them on instead.
Younger children may need help with this.
Missing half

Let's draw! Trace the missing half of each item needed to make your pancakes.

frying pan

Carefully color in each half.

mixing spoon

butter

egg
Wet or Dry

Do you know how to make a pancake? Draw a CIRCLE around each of the wet ingredients used.

Wet ingredients:
- egg
- milk
- butter
- salt

How many wet ingredients did you find?
Matching pairs

Let's make pancakes! Draw lines between the matching pairs.

Which item doesn't have a matching pair?
Circle the odd one out.